eDCSD offers curriculum from such providers as Florida Virtual and eDynamic as well as other content-specific providers. Teachers modify this curriculum to meet state and district standards, best practices, and individual student needs.

eDCSD Blended will offer a more flexible schedule. Students will have a 1-hour virtual class meeting for each core course per week with options to attend live or watch recordings based on student needs. Students will follow the traditional DCSD calendar on a quarter schedule with progress and official grades posted each quarter.

Support Options
- eDCSD Blended will offer in-person sessions each Monday and Tuesday with both structured activities and drop-in sessions for high school.
- Students may also attend scheduled and requested virtual help sessions throughout the week.

Work Week
- eDCSD Blended follows an untraditional work week, Wednesday - Tuesday, allowing students time to work over the weekend with support from teachers at the beginning and end of the week.

Attendance
- Attendance is taken once per week based on work submission in each class.

Remote Learning Curriculum
- eDCSD offers the same curriculum as our traditional Online Blended learning program. There may be fewer course and elective choices in the learning format.
- Students may apply to take a part-time class with the traditional DCSD Blended Learning based on space and availability.

Support Options
- eDCSD Remote will offer no in-person learning opportunities.
- Students will be in virtual classes each day with daily opportunities for virtual help sessions.

Work Week
- eDCSD Remote follows a more traditional Monday - Friday work week with work assigned each day.

Attendance
- Attendance is taken each day based on attendance and participation in virtual classes.

eDCSD Remote is a 1-year open enrollment option in DCSD. Families must complete the open enrollment process through DCSD. Enrollment is a year-long commitment. Part-time enrollment at neighborhood schools is not available.